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Showrooms To Re-Open
But Safety First Still Key
The GGF has contacted the
Department of Business
Energy & Industrial Strategy
to ask if showrooms could
re-open – and received a
positive response.
The GGF (Glass & Glazing
Federation) was informed that
the scope of the guidance on
retail has been a subject of debate within government, however it was confirmed that the
interpretation now is that, if a
firm is selling products that are
linked to the home, either fur-

nishings or for home improvement, they would be covered
by the exemption for ‘homeware, building supplies and
hardware’. The Department of
Business Energy & Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) emphasised
though that if firms in England
choose to open premises they
must apply social distancing
guidelines and if social distancing is difficult then perhaps
companies should consider
opening on an appointment
only basis.

So it is up to companies to decide whether or not to open
their showrooms but if they
choose to do so, they need to
apply the Safer Working
guidelines as published by
Government for companies
and individuals operating in
England. i
To read similar stories
about beating the
lockdown and return to
work go to TheInstaller.pro

BSI Publishes UK Safe Working Guidelines

The British Standards Institution
has published new safe working guidelines to help businesses manage a safe return
to work and reoccupation of
their facilities.
The Version 1 of the guidelines
is available for immediate use. It
provides a framework for business owners, senior leaders,
managers and workers to protect people at work from the ongoing risks related to the
coronavirus. People have been
asked to provide comments on
Version 1 up until 12 June via
the BSI webiste.
Go to TheInstaller.pro where
this story is also published
(search by headline) to get all
the links you require. Working
with an Advisory Group, BSI will
revise the document as frequently as necessary to reflect
the dynamic situation businesses
are in today, taking into account
the comments, government guidance, the level of risk and
emerging knowledge.
A second Version of the guide-

lines will be published at the end
of June with the revised sections
clearly highlighted to assist easy
implementation. Each Version of
the evolving guidelines will be
sector neutral and aligned to
and complement the current UK
government guidance.
Scott Steedman, Director of
Standards at BSI says: “Since
the government announced
gradual easing of the lockdown,
business leaders across the
country have been taking steps
to ensure that their working environment is safe. Now it is imperative that they come together
to achieve their shared goal.
“Our role as the National Standards Body is to bring people together so they can share their
expertise and knowledge and
agree what good practice looks
like. Together we can help to
make the working environment
safe for all.”

approach (PDCA). The guidelines provide a framework to enable
ongoing
continual
improvement and ensure an organisation responds to changes
as the business community
learns more about safe working
and government requirements
evolve. The guidelines include
examples in relation to workplaces such as:
• Plan one-way systems in
corridors, stairways and other
common areas and taking
other actions to mitigate the
risks where this is not possible.
• Do implement processes to
stagger arrival and departure
times to reduce crowding at
entry and exit points.
• Check how effective safety
measures and controls are.
• Act to take immediate actions
to improve or change safety
measures and controls that are
not effective. i

Plan | Do | Check | Act
The freely available guidelines
use the Plan – Do – Check – Act

To read this story in full (you
can search by headline)
go to TheInstaller.pro
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FENSA Column

FENSA Maintains
Installer Support
The FENSA Installer Portal,
the FENSA Helplines – and
access to a range of
benefits have all remained
open and active during the
coronavirus lockdown and
the return to work as we
discover here.

FENSA has prioritised supporting its installers throughout lockdown, following a
significant shift from homeowner enquiries to requests
for information from FENSA
Approved Installers.
Business Chris Beedel, FENSA
Director of Membership, says:
“FENSA Approved Installers
have experienced unprecedented disruption over the last
few months so we’ve ensured
that they continue to have access
to the same high level of support
we’ve always provided.
“FENSA has remained open
throughout the lockdown period
with our staff working from home
to support our installers and their
customers. All FENSA services
remain fully operational and the
FENSA team has been proactive
in responding to enquiries
6 | FENSA Column | The Installer

whether received by phone,
email or via social media.”
Helplines
Rachel Culpan, Customer Service Manager, explains more:
“All helplines have been maintained. At such a challenging
time for businesses, a timely response for our installers and their
customers is the least we can do
and our team has more than
risen to the task. We are all
working from home so that
brings its own tribulations, yet it
hasn’t changed our availability
to support FENSA Approved Installers.”
Change in queries
Culpan says that the nature of
the queries received through
FENSA helplines has changed
throughout the crisis: “Homeowners continue to contact us to
order replacement FENSA certificates but where we’ve really
seen an increase in engagement
is from our installers. Our technical helpline has been kept busy
providing technical information
around installations, assessments
and the building regulations.
“Meanwhile we’ve been talking
to our installers every day to assist them with the work they can
do at this time, such as reassuring
them they can still notify jobs and
helping them through the FENSA
Skills Card MTC process.”

email, we’ve been sharing the
latest on Covid-19 support available for businesses on the portal,
as well as important clarifications on government guidance
provided by the Glass and Glazing Federation. It’s also where
our installers can access all the
extra benefits they get as FENSA
Approved Installers. We hope
they all take advantage of those
as there are some great savings
to be made.”
FENSA Benefits
FENSA Approved Installers have
access to a wide range of offers
from FENSA’s affinity partners including TradePoint discounts,
free FuelCards, tailored insurance from FENSA Business Insurance Services and preferential
rates on the Business Pilot CRM
system.
Become a member
via video link
As well as supporting their current installers, FENSA continues
to sign new applicants thanks to
the use of video conferencing facilities to assist with assessing
their work and competences.
FENSA intends to continue to
make use of this technology as
the industry gets back to work.
Chris Beedel concludes: “We
have been very pleased that
large numbers of FENSA Approved Installers are well aware
of the services that are available
to them, indicated by how many
are helping themselves by accessing the information and services that are available, as and
when they need them.” i

FENSA Installer Portal
Culpan continues: “We’ve also
seen more FENSA Approved Installers logging on to the FENSA
Installer Portal, the online hub for
our installers. In addition to keeping installers up to date via Picture: Chris Beedel.
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Cover Story

Yale Launches
Vertex Hardware
For Sash Windows
Yale has launched a brand new range of decorative
hardware for vertical sliding windows. The Vertex range has
been designed specifically for sash windows incorporating
classical ironmongery.
Hardware experts at Yale have
teamed up with specialists in
vertical sliding and sash
windows, to establish this new
direction for the brand. After
months of intensive research
and development, the Vertex
range has been launched in
the UK market.
The new range has been notably designed to complement
and maintain the traditional aesthetics seen on sash windows, a
framework that is most commonly found in British period
style homes.

Colours
& materials
Using product designs as classical as the windows themselves,
the range includes pole rings,
sash lifts, latch knobs, travel
restrictors, sash locks and keeps
– suitable for both timber and
PVC-U applications. Available in
a variety of traditional colour
options such as champagne gold
and chrome, as well as contemporary variations such as satin
black and silver, colours can be
mixed and matched with other
Yale decorative door and
window hardware to suite a
whole property.
8 | Cover Story | The Installer

Security
The Vertex range is designed, developed and
tested in the UK. While
the Vertex sash lock is
PAS24 compliant as
standard, the whole
range has been beta tested
with a number of fabricators to
assure homeowners of the enhanced quality.

Yale comments: “We worked
with a team of internal and independent experts from beginning
to end on this project, ensuring
every aspect of the range was of
the highest quality. The aesthetics, functionality and durability of
the range was at the forefront of
our minds at all times.”
Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director, adds: “The Vertex range marks a brand new
venture for Yale and it’s one
we’re all extremely proud and
excited about.
“The technical team are now
working long and hard to
develop a functional hardware
range for sash windows, so keep
your eyes peeled for what’s to
come.” i

Homeowner guarantee
As a suite of Yale window hardware, the Vertex range is covered under the well-established
Yale Lifetime Security Guarantee.
This includes up to £3,250 towards repairs or replacements,
insurance excess and securing
the property, all in the event of a
break-in – as well as discounts
Picture: Picture: Vertex is a
on the Yale store.
new range from Yale of
decorative hardware for
Comments
Grant Stratford, Technical Direc- vertical sliding windows.
tor for Window Hardware at www.yaledws.co.uk

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

The Master Window and Conservatory
Installers Association Technical & Legal Column

The Devil Is In The
Detail – Don’t Let A
Good Job Go To Hell
Don Waterworth, The Installer’s technical expert, turns his attention to a pet hate –
poor detail and finishing that ruin a job, annoys the customer and leads to
complaints and call-backs.
If you are a regular reader of
this column, then you will no
doubt understand that the
topics that annoy me most
are incidences of poor
detail and finishing, writes
Don Waterworth.
Remember, always either adhere to the standard details
shown in BS8213-4:2016 or
provide a detail that satisfies
weather proofing and thermal
requirements.
Weathering
With regards to weathering,
you must remember to get the
water off the building and not
attach any trims to the façade
of the structure which could
detract water into the fabric of
the structure. Take a look at the
photograph shown above and
note how the PVC trims have
been stuck on the external
masonry above the windows.
This is never acceptable. The
trims would allow entry of any
rainwater which is cast against
the masonry, this water then
could damage the fabric of the
structure.
No defence
As an Expert Witness, I inspect
‘amateurish’ details of this type
on a regular basis, there is no
defence. In the event of a dispute, if you were to attempt to

argue that such trims are
acceptable, then you would
need to prove to the Court that
the trim design that you have
fitted would satisfy the British
Standard and the requirements
therein. This is somewhat of an
impossible task.
Get it right – please
So if you don’t want to ruin a
half decent job, annoy your
customer or suffer complaints
and call-backs, please adhere
to standard design detail and
apart from a standard drip or
cill section, no other element of
the frame should be proud of

the substrate, and certainly,
there should be no external
trims. i Don
Picture: Take a look at the
photograph shown above
and note how the PVC trims
have been stuck on the
external masonry above the
windows.
This article has been authored by our
technical writer – Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Don also acts as an Expert Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.
Tel: 0800 1954922
Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.
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Heritage Windows

In
With The Old

“With the market now dominated by heritage styles,
competition is fierce and as with any competitive sector,
the devil is in the detail for both flush sash and box sash
windows.”
-Adrian Barraclough
CEO, Quickslide
The popularity of flush sashstyle windows has significantly
broadened
the
number of homes that may
be fitted convincingly with
heritage windows, with vertical sliding, box sash replacements being quite strictly
limited by the number of
homes that may justifiably
carry them as replacements.
Whilst every fitter will have
many tales of inappropriate window types and styles being insisted upon by homeowners,
replacement vertical sliders (VS)
once only tended only to find

their way into homes that were
built with them, however old they
may be, not least of course because they are more expensive
than casements.
Devil is in the detail
With the market now dominated
by heritage styles, competition is
fierce and as with any competitive sector, the devil is in the detail for both flush sash and box
sash windows – every systems
house and ever more so, frame
manufacturer, now forensically
describes the minutest characteristic of their offerings. A decade
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ago, who could have forecast
that how joints were executed
could have created so much
press copy?
Heritage in heritage
All of which includes Quickslide
of course, which has been making replacement box sash frames
for a great deal longer than
most. Quickslide became pioneers in the creation of the market for affordable, replacement
box sash window frames, when
the owners of the company calculated that around six million
homes in the UK bore this type of


Heritage Windows

The continuing surge in demand for
heritage windows is good for business
but comes at a cost, says Quickslide’s
Adrian Barraclough.
frame, with very few of them
being listed mansions. Quickslide offered PVC-U vertical sliding windows that enabled
millions of ordinary homeowners
at last to be able to replace broken down original or even second generation single glazed,
timber frames, with windows that
offered the performance and
comfort offered by the latest double glazing, at prices that didn’t
bankrupt them. But that, as they
say, is history. Since then the
market for VS windows has gone
from being strictly niche to one
that is highly competitive and
which requires, paradoxically,
ever increasing financial and
technical investment to create the
refinements – the detail – that
might distinguish one brand’s
product, from another. And of
course, to increase manufacturing efficiency and output and
thus improve product quality at
the same time.
Authenticity
Just as Quickslide is a market
leader in VS heritage styles, then
so too were we an early adopter
of flush sash styles, for which the
market is even more competitive
with even more companies producing such frames. We have to

be on our toes to continue
producing a range of frames at
the right price and quality, yet
also which satisfy the homeowner’s increasing knowledge of
and insistence upon, authenticity.
Working so hard to ensure something looks genuinely old
requires an enormous investment. In addition to the substantial sums we have invested so far
including Graf welders (to produce those seamless, authentic
joints), a paint shop (offering a
range of paint finishes to emulate
traditional colours). Just as coronavirus lockdown kicked in, we
commissioned a brand new
Schirmer m
achining centre
which, with other plant and improvements, has involved a further outlay of around £2 million.
Before the world shut up shop in
March 2020, Deceuninck heritage flush sash windows were
flying through the factory,
accompanied by our brand new
Legacy Vertical Slider.
Efficiencies
Back before the world turned on
its head, our Brighouse factory
was producing around 1,000
frames a week, the majority of
which were heritage styles including Deceuninck’s flush sash

and our brand-new VS. With
our factory gates well and truly
open again we are now better
equipped than ever to work towards the re-building of those
pre-coronavirus volumes and indeed, beyond. The Schirmer cutting and machining centre now
supplements two Urban corner
cleaning machines and two
quad welders that were installed
towards the end of 2019. And
new vehicles will drive – sorry –
efficiencies in our distribution as
sales restart and build.
Focus
Quickslide is built around the delivery of high quality, replacement heritage-style traditional
windows. whilst we continue to
offer a full range of windows together with sliding and entrance
doors, our focus remains on respecting our heritage and offering homeowners windows that
maintain the style of their homes
as authentically as possible. i
Picture: Quickslide produces
VS heritage styles, and flush
sash styles along with other
designs and sliding entrance
doors.
www.quickslide.co.uk
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Heritage Windows

What’s Cool In
Conservation?

Rehau Windows’ Russell Hand says there is lots of
disinformation with regards to PVC-U alternatives to
traditional wood windows.
Common myths still persist
about PVC-U’s suitability in
conservation
areas,
as
detailed by Russell Hand,
Head of Marketing & Technical at Rehau Windows.
There are over 9,000 conservation areas across the UK, in
which the popularity of timber
windows has endured due to
their look and feel echoing the
period-style properties often

found in these locations. However, their durability pales in
comparison to PVC-U alternatives, which due to technological
advances and expanding ranges
now provide matching aesthetic
appeal. So what are the myths?

making it unsuitable for period
properties. Yet this is no longer
the case, with a vast array of foil
ranges and colouring solutions
now available in the marketplace, including wood and
cream surface finishes. Combined with advances around specialist designs, flush casements
They look different to
and Georgian bars, nearly any
traditional materials
PVC-U has previously been criti- material can be replicated.
cised for a lack of character, These innovations have also min-
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Heritage Windows
windows. Rehau’s Heritage window range, for example, allows
the inward tilting of opening
sashes for safer measures.
Their specifically selected and
tensioned mechanical balances
improve sash mobility, enhancing ease-of-use. They can also be
fabricated with enhanced security measures in accordance with
building regulations such as Approved Document Q for security.

imised previous concerns around
overly large profiles, which can
now closely replicate their timber
counterparts. Indeed, Rehau’s
Heritage range even offers
Georgian astragal bars to add
more authenticity. Fitted to the
window’s internal and external
faces, they create a grid that
give the effect of traditional
period features.

Plastic is not sustainable
The thermoplastic nature of
PVC-U windows means they can
be recycled several times before
significant performance loss,
showcasing their sustainable, energy-efficient credentials. Furthermore, Rehau’s PVC Recycling
solution at PVCR enables the
reuse of polymer window profiles, resulting in windows with a
lifecycle of 35 years that can be
recycled up to six times. PVC-U
can also help improve building
performance by negating heat
loss. Rehau’s Heritage windows,
for example, benefit from built-in
thermal efficiency and interior
protection, whereas singleglazed timber windows do not.
PVC-U solutions can also be double or even triple-glazed to provide further comfort, lower
energy bills, as well as levels of
sound attenuation not possible
with traditional period property
windows, yet increasingly vital
to modern life.

PVC-U doesn’t comply with
applicable regulations
This myth stems from The Conservation Act 1990 with which
local authorities, housing associations and building owners are
charged with preserving heritage structures and conserving
materials and workmanship. Yet
PVC-U may be less disruptive
than timber, as can be more sympathetic and less prone to deterioration. PVC-U also complies
with Article 4 of the Permitted
Development Rights Act, which Customer tips
states how windows should look Installers need to reassure cusbut not what materials should be tomers and offer best possible
used. Additionally, PVC-U win- advice around planning permisdows can now be cleaned from sions for replacement PVC-U winwithin buildings, a safety feature dows. This can include advising
not possible with original timber how to make online planning ap-

plications and warning customers about potential delays in
council
decision
making
processes. It also includes providing good imagery and literature
in
an
application’s
supporting materials alongside
profile section drawings to compare new and existing materials
and providing reassurances that
the original windows’ appearance will be sympathetically conserved in line with neighbouring
properties.
Heritage Windows Group
As well as working with installers,
companies such as Rehau also
co-operate with organisations as
the Heritage Windows Group of
The Glass and Glazing Federation to address issues around
glazing in conservation areas
and heritage buildings.
Alongside this, Rehau works
with English Heritage and
Conservation Officers to ensure
benefits of new materials are
considered and remain sympathetic to existing building
structures.
Kerb appeal
In conclusion, thanks to innovative developments in PVC-U
window technology, traditional,
period-style housing aesthetics
can be replicated with more sustainable materials, without any
compromise on kerb appeal. As
such, PVC-U can stand out as an
appealing prospect for buildings
in conservation areas. i
Picture: Better designs, flush
casements and Georgian
bars are used to create
modern PVC-U heritage
windows.

“There are over 9,000 conservation areas across the UK, in
which the popularity of timber windows has endured, yet
their durability pales in comparison to PVC-U alternatives.”
-Russell Hand
Head of Marketing & Technical, Rehau Windows
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Products & Projects

Quote Remote
run on a month to month agreement so there are no long-term
commitments and will provide
Double Glazing App marketing
assets free to help boost website
lead generation.”

A new pricing App was
launched in April to help assist installers during Covid-19
– and what's more, the
monthly license fee has now
been suspended for the
duration of the outbreak.
Double Glazing App by
Virtape allows the consumer to
measure and price windows
and doors remotely in under 90
seconds. Speaking about the
decision to launch the App to
the market with no risk to installers, Virtape’s MD John
Cohen explained: “We want to
provide practical help to fenestration businesses large and
small when they need it so have
decided to drop the monthly
minimum fee for the duration of
the coronavirus outbreak, no
questions asked. This means as
an installer you only pay when
you have a consumer using the
App to get your prices. We will

Virtape and Leads 2 Trade
have been working on the
App since 2017.
“We designed the App to help
installers get more enquiries and
better conversion rates from
their existing web visitors and
were just about to start with four
businesses to test the marketing
messages ahead of the scheduled launch,” said Cohen. “But
because people were aware of
what we had developed, we
were asked if we could provide
the App to cope with situations
where consumers want to buy
windows and doors but do not
want to bring salespeople into
their home. And, while it hasn’t
been developed as a contingency plan for an emergency,
with companies looking at their
options should the traditional
way of sending a Rep to the
home reduce, the ability to price
a prospect without any face to
face time may become hugely
important in the near future.”

Multi-platform & white label
Double Glazing App is available on iOS and Android as a
white label App so is licensed
by the installer. Potential customers can download it from the
installer’s website, measure the
windows/doors with a tape
measure or by using the phone
camera, then submit the measurements and receive an accurate quote from the App.
Finance option
Virtape has reached an agreement with specialist home improvement finance provider
Shermin Finance, a monthly finance cost can now also be displayed by the approved installer
within the App. Cohen said: “A
monthly finance package will
allow installers to not only stand
out from their competition but
provide a payment solution that
suits today’s homeowner so they
can opt for new windows and
doors without affecting their
cashflow.” i
If you would like to have the
App in case your sales team
cannot get in to see consumers, register at
doubleglazingapp.co.uk

Easier To Sell – Easier To Buy

Designed
by
installers,
TommyTrinder.com’s
new
Framepoint
Technology
makes it easy for installers to
sell all types of windows and
doors – regardless of manufacturer and material – via an
interface that’s as simple as
sketching on a pad.
The system has been developed by former installer Chris
Brunsdon. He says: “Buying
windows is difficult because the
industry has made it hard for the

installer to sell – and hard for
homeowners to buy. The number of products installers sell has
mushroomed as they try to offer
what customers demand. But
every product has different sales
aids and software. It’s so difficult to manage them all.
“Framepoint Technology injects real professionalism into
the installer’s pitch – it actually
allows homeowners to sell the
windows and doors to themselves.” concludes Brunsdon. i

The business is currently looking for installers to join its
Pioneers Club.
www.tommytrinder.com
The Installer| Products & Projects |17

Products & Projects

GGF Launches Think Glass
The Glass and Glazing Federation has launched a new
consumer PR campaign
called 'Think Glass' to increase awareness of the
lifestyle benefits of glass to
homeowners.
The campaign will use and develop consumer research, produce
informative articles and increase
awareness of the GGF and its
Members. The GGF has commissioned Refresh PR to help implement the campaign and gain wide
consumer press coverage in top
tier lifestyle publications reaching
millions of consumers. The online
platform for the new campaign is
the GGF’s consumer advice website MyGlazing.com which attracts
over 200k unique visitors per
year.

James Lee, GGF Director of
External Affairs, says: “This is a
very exciting campaign. The
GGF and Refresh PR will be
using the full range of information within the GGF technical library. We will also be working
closely with glass experts in the
manufacturing sector to communicate to millions of homeowners how glass and its
technology can improve their
lifestyles.”
The GGF’s broad aims of the
campaign are:
• To integrate and repurpose the
GGF’s broad messages and
technical information on fire
safety, safety and energy efficiency to educate and inform
consumers on the different types

of glass and how they benefit
their everyday lifestyles.
• To underline the GGF and its
Members as the leading authorities in glass.
• To create and increase greater
awareness of the GGF and its
Members to consumers via
MyGlazing.com
• To drive more traffic to
MyGlazing.com and to subsequently reach the GGF’s consumer facing members on
MyGlazing.com i

Five Free Virtual Showrooms For Installers
able to visit in person even after
lockdown has ended," continues Short. We’ve created our
own interactive online showroom and seen the benefits that
brings to our own business, so
we wanted to help installers to
achieve the same benefits.” i
Apply now
Installers and to fabricators
who wish to roll this out to
their installer network can
apply for one of the five free
showrooms here
w w w. v i d e o p ro d u c t i on 4 .
co.uk/virtual-tours
Morley Glass & Glazing is set
to give away five free virtual
showrooms to help installers
provide an improved digital
service to customers.
The “In an age where social
distancing is going to change
how we all do business, the virtual and digital worlds are
18|Products & Projects | The Installer

going to play an important part
of winning future business for installers,” says Ian Short. MD,
Morley Glass & Glazing.
“Virtual showrooms are a
great way to provide product information, videos and presentations to homeowners who for a
variety of reasons may not be

You can look at the virtual
Morley Glass & Glazing showroom and get pricing for your
own should you not win one
of the five giveways –
www.morleyglass.co.uk/virtu
al-tour-reception/

Trade News

Updated Site Operating Procedures
The Construction Leadership Council has updated its Site
Operating Procedures.
Version 4 updates When to Travel to Work, Travel to Work, Driving at
Work, Site Access and Egress Points, Hand Washing, Toilet Facilities,
Canteens and Rest Areas. Changing Facilities, Showers & Drying Rooms,
Planning to Avoid Close Working, First Aid & Emergency Service Response
and Cleaning.
A spokesperson for the Construction Leadership Council said: “Construction sites operating during the Coronavirus pandemic need to ensure
they are protecting their workforce and minimising the risk of spread of infection. This includes considering how personnel travel to and from site.”
Sites should also remind the workforce at every opportunity of the Site
Operating Procedures which are aimed at protecting them, their colleagues, families and the UK population. i theinstaller.pro

Full Frontale – Take
A Sneaky Peak

Plimsoll Rates
Everglade ‘Strong’

Scan the QR code for an opportunity to go
on a virtual tour of hardware giant Maco’s virtual stand at the cancelled Fensterbau
Frontale 2020.
The video asks ‘what can the future of windows,
doors and sliding elements look like?’ Maco
demonstrated this in ‘person’ at Frontale 2018 and
since then has pursued a path towards smart building components. Many of the resultant creations
are now ready for the market...but the market has
been on lockdown.
Now the return to work is slowly building momentum, it’s time to experience product innovations
and creative concepts – so sit back and click play.
Installers and fabricators will soon be able to access series of virtual content from Rehau – search
for ‘Virtual Reality – Fensterbau Tour Is Free Online’ on theinstaller.pro website. i theinstaller.pro

An industry report has rated Everglade Windows
as ‘strong’. This has come after the company
was already named as a ‘best trading partner’,
Plimsoll’s highest accolade, saying that
‘companies with the strongest balance sheets
are in the greatest position to survive the Covid19 crisis’.
The latest edition of the Plimsoll analysis assessed
the financial fundamentals of the UK’s top 1,869 window & door companies to indicate which are most
stable and likely to survive the pandemic and go on
to thrive in the recovery.
Jay Patel, Director at Everglade Windows says:
“There are tough times ahead for the industry but we
know that being named in this report will reassure
customers that Everglade Windows is in the strongest
possible position to support them through the aftermath of Covid-19.” i theinstaller.pro
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Keeping The Gap
At GAP – Download
Safe Working
Guides Now

HERITAGE ALUMINIUM

STEEL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS & DOORS

GAP depots have reopened for installers to
buy a range of plastic products but the company has put in place a safe ‘collection only’
process. GAP (General All-Purpose Plastics)
is taking every precaution to manage the
wellbeing of its staff and customers.
Knowing how to safely restart selling and installing maintenance free building products such
as GAP products and windows and doors from sister Rockdoor in the home can be a minefield. That
is why the company has shared some important
information and documents.
Getting Back To Work, Safely is the title of a
downloadable booklet that has been produced by
GAP. It is joined in a pack of downloads that
include the GGF’s ‘Working in Other People’s
Homes and Working in Construction and Outdoors. There is a pre-populated form to print off
and sign to give to customers once you have completed a risk assessment to allow you to work in
their home. Added to this is are 15 posters with
messages that vary from ‘Do not enter the workplace if you have Covid-19 symptoms’ to ‘Wash
your hands on arrival at work and regularly
throughout the day’.
To grab these downloads and to check which of
GAP’s depots are now open visit their website
www.gap.uk.com
Rockdoors & PVC-U windows can now be
ordered through the appropriate ordering portals.
Factories have been adapted to follow safe
working practices in line with government
recommendations. i theinstaller.pro

NEW HERITAGE V6 BIFOLD DOOR

Before

After

• HARDWOOD SUBFRAMES AVAILABLE •

ALL TRADES WELCOME
heritage-windows@hotmail.co.uk

Designed to replicate
1920 Crittall Art Deco style windows & doors
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IN UNCERTAIN TIMES YOU NEED
A PARTNER YOU CAN TRUST
Sometimes, you need a safe pair of hands to help you navigate your journey.
Purplex is the marketing consultancy that supports companies across trade,
retail and commercial sectors. With deep industry knowledge and commercial
insight, we have the skills and resources to support your business.
Strategic Marketing Consultancy
Industry Insight and Analysis
PR and Marketing Comms

Advertising and Lead Generation
Websites and Online Marketing
Branding and Creative

Contact us now for a no obligation review or conﬁdential advice.
@Purplexuk
/Purplex-marketing

Contact Us
Call 01934 808 132

/Purplexmarketing

E: grow@purplexmarketing.com

/Purplexmarketing

www.purplexmarketing.com

Market Intelligence

Fall & Rise – Market
Intelligence Will Make
The Difference
As the industry plans for recovery, Insight Data’s Jade Greenhow explains how market
intelligence can help companies make faster, better decisions.
The coronavirus crisis has
thrown the UK into economic
meltdown, writes Insight
Data’s Jade Greenhow. As
the glazing industry turns to
recovery, the entire supply
chain will be counting the
cost of the lockdown.
Sadly, not all companies will
survive, even with government
support. Indeed, our recent analysis of 9,075 fabricators and installers showed a staggering
1,038 companies with poor or
very poor credit rating – and that
was before the coronavirus struck.
It is likely to take months (maybe
longer) for the market to rebound
fully and some of your existing
trade customers may see a drop
in volume, so suppliers may need
to review their strategy to regain
revenue levels and minimise risk.
Having a clear view of the
market can help suppliers assess
potential opportunities, pinpoint
new revenue streams and monitor
customers and competitors – and
be in a position to move quickly
when it is the right time.
Salestracker platform
Insight Data’s online database,
Salestracker, provides the industry
with in-depth market intelligence
on over 14,000 fabricators, installers and trade counters. This includes information such as
products, suppliers, volumes and
whether they manufacture, install
or distribute, as well as financial
data such as credit rating and net
worth.

It enables marketing and sales trade body Builders Conference,
teams to instantly access and filter £8 billion of projects were
data using dozens of options and awarded in March and £9.7 biltarget new customers in a much lion in April despite the pandemic.
faster and more efficient way,
using the direct contact informa- Insight architects database
tion provided. This saves time and Insight Data provides the key busimoney and avoids chasing ness information to help compacustomers who have moved, gone nies contact decision m
akers
bust or pose a high credit risk.
directly across the building indusOptional features enable users try, while the Insight architect’s
to maximise their time and results. database allows companies to
This includes a CRM module de- provide technical data and prodsigned specifically for the industry uct information to architects and
so that busy sales and marketing specifiers via the Insight architects
teams can keep track of leads and database.
Builders Merchants are another
prospects. Users can create and
send email campaigns from route to drive product sales
within the system and follow-up through the construction supply
chain and Insight provides deleads with a telesales feature.
tailed information on both national
chains
and
local
Opportunities to diversify
For some companies, spreading independent merchants. In fact,
the risk across sectors may be a the Insight database gives users
better option, while chasing larger access to over 60,000 trade and
volume orders may be a more commercial customers with
88,000 named decision-makers.
attractive proposition.
Insight Data gives suppliers the
opportunity to connect with thou- Your new game plan
sands of new customers across the There is no question that the next
few months are going to be chalbuilding industry.
Over 22,000 local builders are lenging for every sector of the
refurbishing properties, building economy, not just fenestration,
extensions or constructing exclu- however taking a pro-active apsive new-build properties and they proach and partnering with Inare buying materials from builders sight Data could help you
merchants, trade-counters or di- successfully create a new game
plan. i
rectly from fabricators.
Meanwhile, larger housebuilders, main-contractors and na- www.insightdata.co.uk
tional maintenance contractors
are working on larger-scale projects. Indeed, according to the
The Installer| Market Intelligence |23
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Comment
Thursday 28 May: Well here we are with The Installer June
issue the first magazine (along with sister publication The
Fabricator) out before any other trade title serving the
industry – and every day new stories are served up on
TheInstaller.pro
Not only that, our readership levels are through the roof and
our advertisers are getting enquiries – and the time spent on
our site shows that we are delivering what our readers want to
read – articles from the trade and proper news.
Profinder Media Limited, the company behind The Installer
and The Fabricator has always believed in the ‘less is more’
phil osophy – we have not for some considerable time
produced glossy ‘coffee table’ magazines for a trade that
doesn’t sit around coffee tables. Our readers are grafters –
fabrication factories don’t have Google style offices; installers
might have a showroom or they might just have a van and
work from home (and if they weren’t working from home then,
they certainly are now). We produce concise publications that
get to the nub of the matter and are easy to read.
So our last two issue have been smaller then we might have
wished (but our normal issue size is 40 pages for each mag).
It is the nature of advertisers to cut their spending when it looks
like times might be tough. But curiously, it is those that spend in
the tough times to promote themselves that come out the other
side stronger than those that hid their light under a bushel.
We have some great advertising offers on
TheInstaller.pro
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But it is not really the place for installers to advertise – they are
our readers and they need different and varied channels. You
should make sure your customers know they can come to your
showroom (see News Page 5); make sure they know they can The Installer is the Media
get quotes remotely (See Products & Projects with an emphasis Channel For Professional
on tech on Page 17) and let them know you know how to Installers of Commercial
Façades and Windows,
work safely in other people’s homes – search under that Doors, Extensions & Other
subject at TheInstaller.pro
Home Improvements
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
You can find all the latest daily news at theinstaller.pro
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You can find all the latest
daily news at
theinstaller.pro

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008
Access Systems

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Aluminium Systems
Colour Applicators

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

Baypole Jacks

01202 676262

www.kolorseal.co.uk
sales@kolorseal.co.uk

info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

Kolorseal Midlands

Kolorseal

Tel: 01924 454856 Tel: 0121 740 0217

Aluminium Lanterns

THE AWARD WINNING
FITTED
IN
NUTES
ES
MINUTES

ALUMINIUM ROOF LANTERN

You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

Call: 01642 6
610799
10799
www.korniche.co.uk
h .co.uk
he

Bi-folding Doors

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors
FROM
ONLY

MAKE THE
SMARTER
CHOICE

£345
per leaf

Including
delivery

Call: 01642 610799
www.madefortrade.co

*

ORDER TO
DELIVERY FROM
A FAST

10

Working Days
Lead Time
GET A QUOTE TODAY:
sales@madefortrade.co

Machinery

Glass Handling

INSTALL
MACHINE SALES & SERVICE

SPECIALISTS TO UPVC AND
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY
SAVE TIME & MONEY – We are Scotland’s number one contact for
new or secondhand machinery required to manufacture aluminium or
uPVC windows or doors. With over 25 years experience, we can supply
anything from starter packs to full turnkey packages.
For buying or selling Contact:

John Thomson on Tel: 0141 949 0440
Mobile: 07774 144156 or Email: thomsonjohn7@aol.com
UNIT 7, Great Western Business Park, Allerdyce Court, Glasgow G15 6RY

Planning Consultants

Fixing Brackets

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Flyscreens

Profile Bending

Spares for Repairs

Window Bags & Display Cases

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

Racking Systems

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Window openers

Screws & Fixings

The New Visofold Heritage
Available now from Garrard Windows

Part of the Visofold 6000 series, Visofold Heritage is a high-quality,
high-performance, sliding folding door, developed to match the slim
profiles and Art Deco design of traditional steel doors. Providing
a modern, like-for-like replacement for steel materials, Visofold
Heritage delivers the exceptional thermal performance associated
with modern aluminium systems.

Call us now for enquiries:
Tel : 01296 6688 99
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 668450
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability

